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SBA BUDGET ALLOCATIONS
FOR STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Request</th>
<th>Allocation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BALSA</td>
<td>$125</td>
<td>$125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intramurals</td>
<td>$225</td>
<td>$55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rugby Team</td>
<td>$150</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women's Law Caucus</td>
<td>$220</td>
<td>$220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawyer's Guild</td>
<td>$782</td>
<td>$703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Law Forum</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCLAA</td>
<td>$1526</td>
<td>$530</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SBA requested $50.00 as a registration fee for the November 4 Temple Career Day, and $75.00 for a speaker. The $125.00 total was approved. The $460.00 requested by the Women's Law Caucus was balanced. This $230.00 will be used to sponsor speakers on such subjects as The Hunger Project and Spouse Abuse. Operating expenses and a panel on the budget will also be funded with this money.

The Lawyers Guild requested $720.00 and will receive $750.00 of this. The bulk of the allocation will subsidize a film series, a speakers series, leaflet printing, operating expenses and participation in the organization's Northeast Regional Conference.

When inviting all students to the open budget allocation meeting, the SBA representatives stressed that the money being rationed out was money belonging to every student in the Law School. Any inquires concerning the budget as it now stands can be directed to the SBA representatives.

Exam Schedule

Computerized

Associate Dean Gerald Abraham is currently working on a task approaching the impossible; he is attempting to develop a fall examination schedule that will please everyone. Using the University Computer Center, Dean Abraham is trying to compose a schedule with the fewest possible conflicts and at the same time, the fewest number of consecutive exams in accordance with the present class schedule.

To assist him in this work, Dean Abraham has enlisted the aid of a committee of students. Those students consulted include: Thomas Brenner, Academic Policy Committee; Patricia Dugan, Editor-in-Chief of the Docket; George Done, Chairman of the Honor Board; David Webster, S.B.A. President; and Henry Braun, Editor-in-Chief of the Law Review.

First and second examination days begin on Monday, December 11, and end (except for make-ups) on Thursday, December 21. Examinations are tentatively scheduled on Saturday but not on Sunday in accordance with the approved examination days.

The computer has given a program with the least number of same-day conflicts and is now in the process of producing one that will involve a minimum number of sequential conflicts such as three in a row or four in five days. When the schedule is official, those few students who do have a conflict can apply for rescheduling to Mrs. Nancy Kearney, Secretary to the Associate Dean in Room 115. All resheduing is subject to the approval of Associate Dean Abraham.

Exemptions Committee

Professors' View

Associate Professor Lurie presented his paper "A Professor's View" on the subject of "Secondary Boycotts -- Should They Be Included in the Labor Antitrust Exemption?"

Professor Schoenfeld is currently working on an article for the upcoming volume of the Villanova Law Review Journal entitled "Deductibility of Education Expenditures". The idea for the article was born when Professor Schoenfeld began work on a (Continued on page 12)

Villanova School of Law in conjunction with Hahnemann Medical College will offer a joint degree program for a chosen few, interested and qualified, first year students next fall. Students of the six-year forensic medicine program will spend alternate years at Villanova and the pathology department at Hahnemann, starting with the first year at the Law School. Students participating in this program will receive both a J.D. degree and a Ph.D. in psychology.

PROFESSOR TURKINGTON: is present on the Second Edition of teaching materials for a comprehensive course in Psychology. He has also prepared a proposal in contemplation of writing a Treatise on the Law of Psychology.

Last spring Professor Turkington attended an international conference of the Association of the Philosophy of Law and the Social Philosophy Law where he presented a paper on the subject of informed consent of prisoners with regard to medical experimentation in the prison setting. This paper will be published shortly in a German journal.

PROFESSOR WELCH: an avid flyer, has his pilots license. All contact in this regard is most welcome.

Note to Section B: Professor Welch is disappointed in your turnout. He wants to give everyone a better turnout for all basketball games. The $1526.00 was very near the total amount the S.B.A. had to offer all of the students.

Professor Lurie had virtually nothing in the fields from previous S.B.A. organizations to guide the representatives in their decisions. Therefore, much weight was placed upon the presentation of each group in requesting specific funds.

The Rugby Club requested $150.00 for its Eastern Pennsylvania Rugby Union dues; $147.00 for Home game party expenses; $160.00 for rugby balls; $50.00 for gas expenses to away games; $105.00 for rugby balls, for a grand total of $622.00. The Club received only $15.00 for referee fees and nothing towards shorts or gas expenses.

The Soccer Team, currently engaged in its inaugural effort in the Philadelphia area professional soccer league, has no equipment. It requested $125.00 for the purchase of three soccer balls and $12.50 for miscellaneous expenses. Soccer received $80.00 from the S.B.A.

Penny Boyd, Treasurer of the VCLAA, submitted a two-pronged request for funds. Under "office supplies," $50.00 was needed for a dictation machine, tapes, transcription machinery and general supplies. For social functions, this group, involving only thirty students this year, asked $600.00 for a Christmas party and a graduation party. This total of $1,526.27 was very near the total amount the S.B.A. had to offer all of the students.

The Inter-Club Council's budget proposal included $50.00 for a club sign-up day T.G.; $80.00 for a World Series party; $300.00 for intramural volleyball equipment and $25.00 for intramural basketball equipment; and $30.00 each for volleyball and basketball final game parties. The total asked for was $225.00. The S.B.A. allocated them $85.00.

The proposal budget from the International Law Society showed a need for $30.00 operating funds; $125.00 for a job opportunities panel; $125.00 for a panel discussion on International Law; $50.00 for literature; and $125.00 for a panel discussion on International Law and the Sea. The total amount budgeted here was $50.00.

After already expending money in the field of mental health. Students interested in this field can apply for rescheduling to Mrs. Nancy Kearney, Secretary to the Associate Dean in Room 115. All rescheduling is subject to the approval of Associate Dean Abraham.

8:30 and Sunday Matinee's at 2:30 Delancy St. Philadelphia. Dates-26,27,28 and November 2 and 3 at 8:30 and Sunday Matinee's at 2:30 on October 22 and 29. Admission: $4.00, $3.00 for students and senior citizens. All are encouraged to attend.

PROFESSOR LURIE: attended the Annual Meeting of the ABA, Antitrust Exemption Committee where he presented his paper "A Professor's View" on the subject of "Secondary Boycotts -- Should They Be Included in the Labor Antitrust Exemption?"

PROFESSOR SCHOFENFELD: is currently working on an article for the upcoming volume of the Villanova Law Review Journal entitled "Deductibility of Education Expenditures". The idea for the article was born when Professor Schoenfeld began work on a (Continued on page 12)
A Trip That's A Trip

by The Honorable Richard A. Powers III

So, you intend to visit the new Federal Courthouse in Philadelphia? Is there something you should know before you embark on your journey in order to better enjoy your visit? The first thing you should be aware of is the official title New Federal Courthouse. You wouldn't see the name, James A. Byrne, United States Courthouse, anywhere that you walk around the building. If you want to find the dedication plaque against the far wall of the entrance foyer, you are not handicapped, you will be embarrassed.}

Congressman Byrne was also an undertaker and was referred to as "Digger Byrne," President John- feditary Bicentennial Dawn", which she had placed in this area so that people could not walk by. She explains her amazing work without looking around.

When you enter the Market Street entrance, you'll see a desk and a person in uniform seated at the desk, but don't ask that person anything as to where anyone is, because they are a meter maid, and that is the only thing they do. Write down her name and are not handicapped, walk through one of the swinging doors. Once inside the 6th Street entrance, which is the alleged main entrance to the building and is only functioning because of some unexplained reason, you will see the dedication plaque against the far wall of the entrance foyer. Congressman Byrne was also an undertaker and was referred to as "Digger Byrne." President John- feditary Bicentennial Dawn", which she had placed in this area so that people could not walk by. She explains her amazing work without looking around.
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Students Create
Parking Lot Hazard

These are just two of the half dozen or so cars that are usually parked illegally in the Law School parking lot to the rear of Garey Hall. One would think that if people can manage to get themselves into law school that at the very least they could put two and two together and figure out what the yellow lines are for and use them properly.

Obviously, these owners rationalize their thoughtlessness with the fact that their cats, like the green V.W., are smaller than a Mack truck. Nevertheless, they must feel their having a shorter walk to the building supersedes the notion that their cats, like the green V.W., are smaller than a Mack truck. One would think that if people can manage to get themselves into law school that at the very least they could put two and two together and figure out what the yellow lines are for and use them properly.

Last year when faculty parking spaces were violated it was made very clear that the non-faculty cars would have rather larger "messages" affixed to the windshields. Perhaps only the faculty members' rights warrant enforcing around here.

Bringing attention to this matter via The Docket may be a totally fruitless measure. After all, the drivers would have to be deaf, dumb, and blind not to realize themselves the obstacles, not to mention the hazards their cars present. Probably the most ironic thing is that one of the drivers likes to zip through classes in her cute little tennis outfit or jogging suit; yet, when it comes to the parking lot this magnificent female specimen can't muster enough energy to walk from a space no further than a hundred or so feet away.

Just in case this message falls on deaf ears, Dean Collins, do you have any more of those stickers left?
In South Philly

Talking About Ethics

It's a pleasure seeing leaders Frank Fonzi, here tonight. Frank's a 23-year veteran of our Recreation Department. He was the superintendent here when the playground opened seven years ago, and he's still doing an outstanding job.

You know, this section of Philadelphia is a perfect example of what I've been talking about for so long. It's a great neighborhood, a great place to live, fine, hard-working people.

It's the type of neighborhood that's important to preserve - a neighborhood of diversified people engaged in many different types of work.

Port Richmond has people from many ethnic backgrounds, but with one thing in common - whatever they have, they work for. No handouts, no special favors.

This is the way I was brought up, the way my parents brought me up. It's this kind of neighborhood that I want to help you keep it this way.

Tonight we celebrate improvements to this playground. These improvements are among those things you have asked us to accomplish.

Playgrounds and recreation centers are important, but they're not the only things we are concentrating on to improve life in your neighborhood. Here are some others -

We built a new fire station at Belgrade and Ontario.

We are planning to construct a new district Health Center in the Richmond-Kensington area to provide improved Health Care Services.

And we made many improvements to teh Monkiewicz (MONT-KEY-TCH) Playground last year.

That's not all.

Next Wednesday evening we will return to dedicate the Robert T. Heitzman Recreation Center at Castor Avenue and Amber Street in memory of an outstanding Community leader.

Port Richmond helps to make Philadelphia. And not all of the improvements in your area came from public funds. Private developers, too, have confidence in you and your neighbors. They know you provide a stable, industrious work force.

In The Northeast

About Taxes

(Playground Dedication, 1978)

It's always a pleasure for me to participate in ceremonies like this one.

Visiting the many neighborhoods of our city helps me to learn first hand what you want your government to do for you in your neighborhood.

Neighborhoods are the backbone of our city. The people who live in them are good people. They take pride in their neighborhoods, pay their taxes and obey the law.

And speaking of taxes, I want to emphasize once again - I will not increase taxes during this term of office. I know the Board of Revision of taxes has been increasing some assessments, but these people are not under my control and there is not much I can do about it.

I have always felt that the people who live in a neighborhood should have the say about what goes into their neighborhood. They should also have a say about what will not go into them.

As long as I am able, the integrity of the neighborhoods of our city will be preserved. I promise you that.

Whatever you want for your neighborhood we will try to provide.

And no one will want, you will not get.

In this area, as you know, we have provided a new senior citizens Building at the Mann Recreation Center which will enable our older citizens to take part in a more varied recreational program.

We also have built the new Schmeidel Playground with a swimming pool at Howard and Ontario Streets.

But recreation facilities are not the only improvements we are making in the neighborhoods. We have provided new police and fire stations, new health centers and libraries and have installed new street lighting to improve public safety.

These are the things that promote stability in a neighborhood, and the young man who we are honoring tonight loved this neighborhood.

It is his legacy that we must carry on, so much that he gave his life for it. His sacrifice was the greatest he could offer, and it was paid the greatest price a man can pay in the war against crime as an employee of the F.B.I.

He was not quite 21, when he was killed in action in Vietnam on June 16, 1969.

America must be proud of George J. Reed and to countless thousands of others like him who paid the greatest price a man can give for his country.

If it were not for the George Reeds of America it is very conceivable that we would not be here tonight to pay this tribute to him...
Angel Martinez

Setting Priorities

"In our age there's no such thing as 'keeping out of politics.' All issues are political issues..." (Franklin D. Roosevelt)

"I don't get involved with politics for the sake of politics," said second year student Angel Martinez in a recent interview, "I'm an issue person. Whatever the issues are, that's when Angel gets into it." Perhaps, she doesn't look like something of a person in a haphazardly worn out city government. In fact, the second year student and mother of three has a decidedly unimposing appearance. Nevertheless, Rizzo is not likely to forget her.

In 1976, Yanoff coordinated the Citizens' Committee to Recall Rizzo, a group whose efforts garnered 211,000 signatures to force the question to be put on the ballot — until the state Supreme Court shot down the charter's recall provision.

"Doing politics is like breathing to me," said Yanoff recently in an interview. "I just believe that for democracy to work, you have to work at it.

Politically, Yanoff shows the influence of an undergraduate career as a political science major at the University of Pennsylvania, Villanova, and Beaver College.

She explains her opposition to the mayor in terms of classic democratic theory: "I think Rizzo is really inimical to democracy because he defines it as 'You're either with me or against me.' He's constantly cultivating a dialogue.

"I don't want to define myself as anti-Rizzo, I want to define myself by positions. For example, just because I disagree with him on this, it doesn't mean I'll disagree with him on that."

Still, opposition to Frank Rizzo runs deep in Shelly Yanoff, and whilst polls now show public opinion running against the Mayor, there was a time when Yanoff was in a minority in her distaste for him. She campaigned against him the very first time he ran for mayor in 1971.

Yanoff is a veteran on the political scene: she first became active when she was 20, working with the League of Women Voters to diseminate non-partisan campaign information. Since then, her activities have become considerably more directed, as she ran the Philadelphia field organization for the 1972 George McGovern presidential campaign. She still remaines active in the ADA by serving on a liberal organization's educational board.

By her own admission, Yanoff "works in every campaign that goes on." It's a consuming passion, and one that she seems to regard as a duty: "I just think that people with strong views should get other people to have some views."

Susan Simpson Brown

Born Into Politics

By Kate Harper

"Politics ... is not a public chore to be got over with. It is a way of life." (Plato)

"I love politics, it's fascination," said Susan Simpson Brown, a third year student and member of the Law School's George McGovern campaign. A PRC lawsuit had opened the doors for all prisoners who meet the thirty day residency requirement and who have not been convicted of a felony to exercise their right to vote.

According to Martinez, that right may be especially important in the upcoming election because of the charter change proposal:

"If the prisoners had a vested interest in whether they supported Rizzo, he'd run again" because of Rizzo's control over the prison by his power to appoint the prison's supervisors and board of trustees.

"The subject of the Mayor, Martinez is blunt. "Everybody that works or lives or has anything to do with the City of Philadelphia has to be concerned with Frank Rizzo."

She is equally frank when discussing how she combines her second year law student work/study job, another part-time job answering telephones and political activism.

"If I were trying to be Number One, any class, I couldn't do this," she said.

"If you're not one of those people who are exceptional and you have to take a break to learn something ... well, you make a decision."

Angel said she made her decision — that it's more important to do something else. She concludes that her future career may make substituting work and political involvement for longer hours in the library a little easier.

She wants to pursue a career in law. "I want to continue her work with prisoners' rights, or else "where there's a job there's a battle," says Yanoff.

Grades are less important, she says, "since I'm not that concerned about being a big corporate lawyer, making a million and doing nothing."

Angel registered voters for the current campaign on street corners for the Committee to Protect the Charter, and she says her keeping an eye on another court case that may extend prisoners' rights even further. The PRC has brought a suit aimed at relaxing the rule that forbids candidates to campaign in prisons.

In addition, Angel is a co-chairperson of the Women's Law Caucus at Villanova. When she talks about priorities and making choices — she knows what she's talking about.

Susan Simpson Brown

Making Time For Politics

"I think Rizzo's a danger, a terrible man," she said, but even if the polls now show public opinion running against the Mayor, there was a time when Yanoff was in a minority in her distaste for him. She campaigned against him the very first time he ran for mayor in 1971.

Yanoff is a veteran on the political scene: she first became active when she was 20, working with the League of Women Voters to diseminate non-partisan campaign information. Since then, her activities have become considerably more directed, as she ran the Philadelphia field organization for the 1972 George McGovern presidential campaign. She still remaines active in the ADA by serving on a liberal organization's educational board.

By her own admission, Yanoff "works in every campaign that goes on." It's a consuming passion, and one that she seems to regard as a duty: "I just think that people with strong views should get other people to have some views."

There's a gubernatorial race going on in this state, but nobody seems to notice. That could be because both candidates are from Western Pennsylvania and Philadelphians in general have a habit of neither knowing nor caring what goes on west of Paoli.

The more likely explanation, however, is that the furor Frank Rizzo has raised over his proposal to change the city's charter has dominated the political scene to the virtual exclusion of every other campaign.

It's not surprising, then, that when The Docket decided to do an article on political activism at Villanova Law School, the first names to come to mind were three women actively involved in the Charter change campaign.

All three women, Shelly Yanoff, Susan Simpson Brown and Angel Martinez, have lined up against the proposal to allow the mayor to seek a third term. Again, the result is not surprising, because a September Gallup Poll indicated that Philadelphians were opposed to the plan by a two to one margin.

All three have similar reasons for their opposition to changing the charter, based on both an opposition to the Mayor as a candidate and the planned change itself.

Where these three women differ is in their view of politics — in the reasons why they devote their time and efforts to it, when it's a law school cliche to say law students never have enough time or energy to pour into politics.

Whether it is politics as a first love, politics as a civic duty or politics as a moral obligation, all three women are advocates of an idea that has faced great theoretical criticism: that the individual can make a difference in the political process.
The Social Committee has been awarded $530 for the fall semester of 1978. In an effort to remain responsive to the desires of the student body, we have decided to poll the student population in order to spend the money in the ways that would be most pleasing to the most students. Please indicate below which of the activities (in order of importance) you would like SBA to subsidize. Also, please feel free to write in any suggestions.

- 1) A TGIF per month
- 2) More than one TG per month
- 3) Large dance in cafeteria
- 4) Coffee house
- 5) Movies
- 6) Toga party
- 7) Dinner/dance
- 8) Christmas party with carols
- 9) Pinball machines for coffee room
- 10) Faculty/student softball game
- 11) Group outings e.g. ’76ers, plays, etc.
- Others

Do you feel that the amount of money awarded to the Social Committee was adequate?

Congratulations to Sue Maier, elected Coordinator for the Women's Law Caucus of the Third Circuit. The election was by acclamation and took place at the Fall Roundtable of the ABA-LSD which took place at Villanova this past weekend.

There will be a Docket Staff Meeting Thursday, November 2, in The Docket Office. New assignments will be available at this meeting.

A special police ride-along has been scheduled for Friday, November 10 for the staff of The Docket. Any student not on the staff who is interested in participating should contact Tish Dugan by Thursday, November 2. Any leftover seats can be filled.

The LEXIS program is open to all second and third year students on a first come, first served basis by making arrangements with Ms. Tina Verbo of the Library staff in Room 107. Training is on a one to one basis with one of the above-named instructors, which would otherwise be impossible or unjustifiably time consuming, if done by traditional methods.

The LEXIS terminal is available to students who have completed the training program by reserving time in the LEXIS Log Book kept at the reserve desk of the Library, and then getting the key for the Treasure Room from one of the library aides. The terminal operates on time sharing principles and requires a security number to gain access to the central computer.

LEXIS is easy to learn since it involves only the use of the English language, certain "connectors" such as and, the operation of various control keys which tell the computer where to look and what to retrieve. An outline of the training program and rules and policies concerning LEXIS is posted on the Library bulletin board next to the card catalog. Major law firms as well as the Philadelphia District Attorney's office and the Federal Courthouses are subscribers to LEXIS. Knowing how to use LEXIS may substantially strengthen the credentials of those seeking employment.

On Friday night, November 3rd, the cafeteria will be transformed into a "night club" with candles and flowers on the tables and music in the air. It's the social event of the year — "The Coffee House" — sponsored by the Women's Law Caucus. Each year law students take time out from their studies to entertain and hear fellow classmates play guitar, sing, do comedy routines, and play piano. This year, there are quite a few acts lined up, with music ranging from blue grass to rock. For the discerning drinker, there will be various liquors, coffee, wine, and a big assortment of baked goods, cookies, cheese cake, pies, and more. Plus, it's all you can eat and drink!

The cost for a night of entertainment plus "eats" is only $3.00. The money will be used to send women to the "Tenth National Conference on Women and the Law" in Austin, Texas.

The student instructors of the LEXIS training program: Robert A. Federico and Richard E. Widen (standing), Arthur F. Rosenfeld and Penny Tannenbaum (sitting).

Lexis Lore

The LEXIS training program has been successfully underway since the beginning of September of this school year, teaching three students a day the technique of constructing legal research requests. LEXIS was developed several years ago by Mead Data Central as a "full text" retrieval system which currently includes most elements of the federal court reporter system and approximately eighteen state reporter systems, as well as special tax, securities, patent and corporation law libraries.

Those who have completed the training program so far, which takes three hours, have been pleasantly startled at the speed, efficiency, and versatility of LEXIS for legal research. It involves the use of no indexes, abstracts, or digests. The entry into the computer of any word or phrase literally retrieves every case in which that word is used. Searches can be broadened or narrowed at any time by the use of connectors.

The instructors are Robert A. Federico, Arthur F. Rosenfeld, Penny Tannenbaum, and Richard E. Widen, teaching Monday through Friday from 6 to 9 p.m.

The one hour on-line session with the instructors follows a showing of a feature length, 15 minute, film, study of the LEXIS Primer which explains search logic, and a simulated session on the terminal in the Library's Treasure Room. A LEXIS Deck Book is kept on reserve for more detailed explanations on the uses of advanced search techniques.

The instruction program is open to all second and third year students on a first come, first served basis by making arrangements with Ms. Tina Verbo of the Library staff in Room 107. Training is on a one to one basis with one of the above-named instructors, which would otherwise be impossible or unjustifiably time consuming, if done by traditional methods.

The LEXIS terminal is available to students who have completed the training program by reserving time in the LEXIS Log Book kept at the reserve desk of the Library, and then getting the key for the Treasure Room from one of the library aides. The terminal operates on time sharing principles and requires a security number to gain access to the central computer.

LEXIS is easy to learn since it involves only the use of the English language, certain "connectors" such as and, the operation of various control keys which tell the computer where to look and what to retrieve. An outline of the training program and rules and policies concerning LEXIS is posted on the Library bulletin board next to the card catalog. Major law firms as well as the Philadelphia District Attorney's office and the Federal Courthouses are subscribers to LEXIS. Knowing how to use LEXIS may substantially strengthen the credentials of those seeking employment.

On Friday night, November 3rd, the cafeteria will be transformed into a "night club" with candles and flowers on the tables and music in the air. It's the social event of the year — "The Coffee House" — sponsored by the Women's Law Caucus. Each year law students take time out from their studies to entertain and hear fellow classmates play guitar, sing, do comedy routines, and play piano. This year, there are quite a few acts lined up, with music ranging from blue grass to rock. For the discerning drinker, there will be various liquors, coffee, wine, and a big assortment of baked goods, cookies, cheese cake, pies, and more. Plus, it's all you can eat and drink!

The cost for a night of entertainment plus "eats" is only $3.00. The money will be used to send women to the "Tenth National Conference on Women and the Law" in Austin, Texas.

Last year, the Coffee House was very successful with over three hundred people attending. The date is Friday night, Nov. 3rd from 8 p.m. until 2 a.m. in the cafeteria.

The members of the 1978-79 Honor Board.

3rd year
GEORGE B. DONZE, CHAIRMAN
BARBARA BODAGER
JAMES FERGUSON
CHARLES HESS
JOHN FORD
PETER KAHANA
THOMAS MUSICK
JOEL SCHNEIDER
Section A
MICHELE IATESTA
SARA LEE KELLER
Section B
THOMAS WILKINSON
KATHLEEN YESENKO

The course the others emulate

NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS: 6800 NORTH BEACH STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

STUDENT REPRESENTATIVES:
Jim McKenna • Amanda Shaw • Heather Mumma
Steve McLamb • Sam Pace • Jack Dooley
Dean Collins Invades China

By Mariana and Bruce Briner

Mariana Briner, see Ng, Fan, was born in Shanghai and grew up in Hong Kong. Graduating from the fierce Hong Kong secondary school system, she came to this country, where she earned a degree in Library Science at Michigan State College. She returns to Hong Kong regularly to visit her family, but has so far been unable to visit the land of her birth.

Any student fortunate enough to be invited into the office of Associate Dean of Education Edward Collins can hardly fail to notice, among the many striking decorations therein, a large map of the world mounted on the wall behind his desk. The Dean has visited — from north to south, east to west, the map is a veritable pin cushion. During the past summer vacation, Dean Collins added a number of interesting new pins to his collection during a three week tour of the People's Republic of China. It was his first visit to mainland China, though he has been to the Orient before.

Part of China's lure has always been her history. And Edward Collins has been opening their country to tourists. Over a longer period of time, this huge nation has not only survived, but has increased. Two days before departure, Collins added a number of pins to his map, indicating the Chinese must have seen the dynamism and selflessness of the Communist regime, were allowed in each year. For a variety of reasons, Collins had been unable to obtain a passport to a tour agent in New York City for the necessary visa, but heard nothing. As the time for the tour approached, and his letter from Hong Kong was indeed waiting for him. But of the nineteen members of the group, his was the only passport with an attachment stapled to it — a slip of paper covered with Chinese characters. No one in the group could read Chinese; despite the fact that San Francisco has the largest Chinese population in the Western Hemisphere, there seemed to be no one in the airport who could translate those mysterious characters. The Dean knew the Chinese had not seen the prominent Taiwanese visa; for all he knew, the attachment might have been a request for the appropriate Communist official to "hang him out to dry." Which is just what Collins trekked from counter to counter: from China Airlines (closed) to Travellers' Aid to Qantas to Pan Am (packed with people lined from here to there and back). With only half an hour left, the Dean finally reached the desk of the Pan Am information line, only to be told that Pan Am did have a translator who worked downstairs in the baggage department. So it was down the stairs and around the multibury bush to the baggage department. Sure enough, there was such a fellow, but unfortunately he was on break. Fifteen minutes later he appeared. The Chinese character? Only the names of the cities to be visited, nothing more. Dean Collins hypothesised that he was singled out as a precaution on the part of the Chinese to make sure that he didn't stray off the approved path.

And that path is straight and narrow. Tour groups in China lead an existence almost as regimented, if more luxurious, as that of the Chinese people. Every hour of the tourist's day is scheduled and the itinerary is adhered to as strictly as possible. The Dean's group entered China from Hong Kong. Dean Collins found the contrast almost overwhelming. He characterises Hong Kong as "the most striking example of capitalism in the world, filled with business in every nook and corner, aggressive, vibrant, colorful." China, like everywhere else in the world, has been under the Iron Curtain (Russia, Hungary, Bulgaria and East Berlin), was drab, dull and gray. Buildings and people alike exhibited monotonous colorlessness. The Chinese even seemed reluctant to show off the glories of their fabulous past. The Chinese seem to have lost the ability to appreciate Imperial treasures but the Chinese wanted to display only their modern socialist accomplishments. In Hong Kong, the Dean had stayed at the Peninsula hotel, the pinnacle of elegance and luxury, from liveried doormen to crystal chandeliers to Rolls Royces at the curb. In China the city streets were often incredibly wide, but traffic was a far cry from Rolls Royces. The most common form of transportation in China is the bicycle, followed by buses, jeeps and trucks.

The contrast in the appearance of the people was just as striking. Hong Kong is one of the garment capitals of the world. "Patriotic styles turn up there faster than you can say "jew suit." In China baggy blue blouses and trousers appeared to be regulation dress. There were no signs of "creeping westernisation", no colorful blouses for Chinese girls, no ribbons. Braids or short hair were the only choices for Chinese women.

As far as he could see, the Chinese regime managed to overcome the dreadful scourges of famine, plague and flood which had ravaged China for so long. Although life was hard, with labor for all, including the elderly, everyone was clothed and fed and sheltered. Considering China's tragic recent history, such accomplishments are far from minimal.

But the accomplishment has not been without cost. Propaganda is everywhere. Loudspeakers fill the air with patriotic music and parodies in buses, restaurants, shops and trains. Everyone in the Dean discovered that the railway car reserved for Western tourists had a discreetly hidden button which would shut off the sound. He found the railway experience so bad he ended up to be in excellent condition. The tour group's car was not only quiet, but air-conditioned — the only such car on the train. The air-conditioning was a particular blessing considering the intense heat and humidity experienced almost every day, until they arrived in Peking, to the north.

The repetitiveness of the tour (kindergartens and factories in every city) never seemed to pall for most of the group. The continuous falling in love with the first city's kindergarten children, found each succeeding city much less touching, until by the end of the tour he would have been quite happy to forever let one last kindergarten with its inevitable songs and pageants. But the trip from Detroit never seemed to get their fill of factories. No one seemed to mind the distant propaganda except the Dean. And — hardest blow of all — the American legal system's unresponsiveness to legal training. Dean Collins, while not intending to gloss over American deficiencies, rebutted the Dean's claim to be a legal professional.

The only professional school the Dean visited was a hospital with medical and nursing schools attached. The students have very little control over their careers. Upon graduation they are legally trained. But Dean Collins feels that decision is not conflict with the needs of the State. In such an event, the State's needs of course will prevail.

Dean Collins foresees changes ahead for China. Naturally, he can only make the wildest of guesses. But as China learns more of the world, as the Chinese see the more affluent westerner (to say nothing of Japanese) tour groups, the illusion of the "socialist paradise" is almost sure to arise. And such emulsion almost always seizes on the hand as on the good in western culture. Dean Collins would hate to see the moral fervor and stiffness of the revolutionary era be completely destroyed. But change is inevitable. The China Dean Collins sees on his next trip may well puzzle and intrigue us even more.
While he is the most impressive, Kingsfield is not the only character dimension on the film. Although he students began as clones of the film personalities, often polluting the lines and mannequins of their cinematic predecessors, passing weeks have dissolved the stereotypes as the young and very capable cast fashions out some human toil. For the past month, the storylines have been possible if a bit more ex- citing and action-packed than the lives of most law students. Here there is a least one person who ever seems to be called on are the main character, Hart (James Stephens), and his friends — what a coincidence, the students far more often on and more heat­ un­ astantly ruffle off a perfect, thoroughly articulate and coherent statement of the law, Black Letter, if you will. Of course, the unnamed university of the series is supposed to be Har­ vard so maybe they’re all banned knowing the answers. Also, I feel the desire to advise this crew. Relax, you live longer.

KAZ

“Kaz” — the gimmick behind this one is that the main character for the most part, is not a student. Kaz O’Neal, who has too much big mouth and “lotsa heart” (Vincent Bagetta), has become a lawyer while in prison. Not only has he seen an opportunity to/ary still shots during the credits). He’s a rather trying fellow with a big mouth and “lotsa heart” (Vincent Bagetta), has become a lawyer while in prison. Not only has he seen an opportunity to...
Larry Phelan Strikes Again!

Let me tell you son - politics is no picnic! There isn't a day when I'm not faced with a tough, moral decision.

For example, just last week I was faced with the ERA extension. Protesters from both sides pestered me night and day. No matter which way I went, I faced heavy revenge at the polls.

It was a situation that troubled the legislator's tough moral fiber. I mean, right just before the vote, I took a two-week vacation in the Poconos.

Can I go now, dad?
The film deals with a family: a mother (Geraldine Page), her estranged husband (E.G. Marshall), their three daughters, (Mary Beth Hurt), and Flynn Stryker (Richard Gere) who is facing the reality of the legal proceedings and everyone of whom is doomed to struggle against the pitch-black quality of human existence. There is a great deal of wailing, shouting and howling. Although this high-pitched quality is a bit wearing in the long haul, it is no denying its effectiveness in conveying an atmosphere of hopelessness. The cinematic effects of the film is the ultimate spectacle of the black, smothering shots that sweep over New York's nightime ballet, narrowing its scope more and more until it arrives at the door of the shabby tavern where the older DeCocco men hang out. When Stony finally decides that he and his brother must get away, their search for the right hotel is only when a murder of a woman involved with the campaign occurs. The camp manager, nevertheless, hires an ex-wife to a wimpy political campaign manager, in relentless sarcasm. The campaign manager, nevertheless, hires Maneck to find a long-lasting Mike Hoffman to discover who had been creating a trumped-up paper linking the middle-of-the-road political candidate to the notorious underground leader. It is only when a murder of a woman involved with the campaign occurs that the situation really begins to pick up. From this point on the plot gathers speed (not to mention momentum) towards the narrative. The film becomes bizarre and outlandish, a mood which may not be altogether unpleasant for anyone who is not fitting in modern the framework of lost idealism and the pure-rooted parasites spawmed by a vision of widely pervasive corruption.

"Bloodbrothers" — This film, directed by Richard Mulligan, depicts the DeCocco family, with particular, 19 year old Stony (Richard Gere) who is facing the reality of the legal proceedings and everyone of whom is doomed to struggle against the pitch-black quality of human existence. There is a great deal of wailing, shouting and howling. Although this high-pitched quality is a bit wearing in the long haul, it is no denying its effectiveness in conveying an atmosphere of hopelessness. The cinematic effects of the film is the ultimate spectacle of the black, smothering shots that sweep over New York's nightime ballet, narrowing its scope more and more until it arrives at the door of the shabby tavern where the older DeCocco men hang out. When Stony finally decides that he and his brother must get away, their search for the right hotel is only when a murder of a woman involved with the campaign occurs. The camp manager, nevertheless, hires an ex-wife to a wimpy political campaign manager, in relentless sarcasm. The campaign manager, nevertheless, hires Maneck to find a long-lasting Mike Hoffman to discover who had been creating a trumped-up paper linking the middle-of-the-road political candidate to the notorious underground leader. It is only when a murder of a woman involved with the campaign occurs that the situation really begins to pick up. From this point on the plot gathers speed (not to mention momentum) towards the narrative. The film becomes bizarre and outlandish, a mood which may not be altogether unpleasant for anyone who is not fitting in modern the framework of lost idealism and the pure-rooted parasites spawmed by a vision of widely pervasive corruption.

"Girlfriends" — This is a film directed by a woman (Claudia Weill), about two young women friends (Melanie Mayron and Anita Skinner) which has a universal appeal appreciable by all people who have experienced the pain of a changing relationship. The film is a mixture of a woman's one's own and find oneself Susan (Mayron) and Anne (Skinner) are best friends who live together in a New York apartment. Susan is trying to establish herself as an iconoclast the one who can be trusted because of their constant rivalry. The film deals with a family: a mother (Geraldine Page), her estranged husband (E.G. Marshall), their three daughters, (Mary Beth Hurt), and Flynn Stryker (Richard Gere) who is facing the reality of the legal proceedings and everyone of whom is doomed to struggle against the pitch-black quality of human existence. There is a great deal of wailing, shouting and howling. Although this high-pitched quality is a bit wearing in the long haul, it is no denying its effectiveness in conveying an atmosphere of hopelessness. The cinematic effects of the film is the ultimate spectacle of the black, smothering shots that sweep over New York's nightime ballet, narrowing its scope more and more until it arrives at the door of the shabby tavern where the older DeCocco men hang out. When Stony finally decides that he and his brother must get away, their search for the right hotel is only when a murder of a woman involved with the campaign occurs. The camp manager, nevertheless, hires an ex-wife to a wimpy political campaign manager, in relentless sarcasm. The campaign manager, nevertheless, hires Maneck to find a long-lasting Mike Hoffman to discover who had been creating a trumped-up paper linking the middle-of-the-road political candidate to the notorious underground leader. It is only when a murder of a woman involved with the campaign occurs that the situation really begins to pick up. From this point on the plot gathers speed (not to mention momentum) towards the narrative. The film becomes bizarre and outlandish, a mood which may not be altogether unpleasant for anyone who is not fitting in modern the framework of lost idealism and the pure-rooted parasites spawmed by a vision of widely pervasive corruption.

"The Right Honorable" — This film, directed by Walter Matthau, depicts the DeCocco family, with particular, 19 year old Stony (Richard Gere) who is facing the reality of the legal proceedings and everyone of whom is doomed to struggle against the pitch-black quality of human existence. There is a great deal of wailing, shouting and howling. Although this high-pitched quality is a bit wearing in the long haul, it is no denying its effectiveness in conveying an atmosphere of hopelessness. The cinematic effects of the film is the ultimate spectacle of the black, smothering shots that sweep over New York's nightime ballet, narrowing its scope more and more until it arrives at the door of the shabby tavern where the older DeCocco men hang out. When Stony finally decides that he and his brother must get away, their search for the right hotel is only when a murder of a woman involved with the campaign occurs. The camp manager, nevertheless, hires an ex-wife to a wimpy political campaign manager, in relentless sarcasm. The campaign manager, nevertheless, hires Maneck to find a long-lasting Mike Hoffman to discover who had been creating a trumped-up paper linking the middle-of-the-road political candidate to the notorious underground leader. It is only when a murder of a woman involved with the campaign occurs that the situation really begins to pick up. From this point on the plot gathers speed (not to mention momentum) towards the narrative. The film becomes bizarre and outlandish, a mood which may not be altogether unpleasant for anyone who is not fitting in modern the framework of lost idealism and the pure-rooted parasites spawmed by a vision of widely pervasive corruption.

"The Big Fix" — This tale (directed by Jeremy Kagan) of a ex in a college radical activist turned less than first class private eye, gets off to a slow start as Desi Arnaz, portraying the protagonist, Moses Wise, bitches around him, from his fast folowing ex-wife to a wimpy political campaign manager, in relentless sarcasm. The campaign manager, nevertheless, hires Maneck to find a long-lasting Mike Hoffman to discover who had been creating a trumped-up paper linking the middle-of-the-road political candidate to the notorious underground leader. It is only when a murder of a woman involved with the campaign occurs that the situation really begins to pick up. From this point on the plot gathers speed (not to mention momentum) towards the narrative. The film becomes bizarre and outlandish, a mood which may not be altogether unpleasant for anyone who is not fitting in modern the framework of lost idealism and the pure-rooted parasites spawmed by a vision of widely pervasive corruption.

"Holiday Inn" television set. At the bar, Stony is the high priest of comedy, not all of which is immediately apparent. As in his "Fever," but, other than a common theme, "The Big Fix" is not the film we were looking for...
**Movie Race**

(Continued on page 10)

Artistic photographer but in the meantime must settle for bar mitzvahs and weddings to pay the rent. Anne is a rather unimpressed writer who spends most of her time chain-smoking and fretting about her "work." Then Anne marries Martin and Susan is suddenly left alone (feeling "betrayed" as she later admits). She suffers through various professional rejections and an almost affair with a middle-aged rabbi (beautifully played by Eli Wallach). At one point, in the depths of loneliness, she carries on an extended conversation with no one in her apartment. But taking in another roommate, an irresponsible dancer, proves not to be the answer. As her personal and professional lives begin to look up, Susan discovers that she has grown to prefer living alone with only herself to depend on, to the point where she refuses to relinquish her "home" when her new boyfriend urges her to move in with him. The apartment which once encompassed her symbiotic relationship with Anne now becomes the embodiment of her new-found self-sufficiency and independence. With the minimum of encouragement, Susan has blossomed and radiates with the special attractiveness of newly- discovered self. Meanwhile, Anne's marriage and subsequent motherhood seem to drag her down into discontent and confusion. It is now she and not Susan who is truly out-of-kilter with the world around her. This evolution is perfectly expressed in a scene in which Susan is shown on one side of an evenly divided frame calmly playing the piano while on the other side Anne stands edgily before the window outside of which a snowstorm rages. It is finally (after an intense falling out between the two) through Susan's caring that Anne is able to come to terms with her problems and the two renew the necessity for the special love and acceptance found only in close friendship.

**Professor Indicted**

Thanks to the newspaper at the Cleveland-Marshall School of Law.

by Bill Kamski

Non-law review people, take heart! There may be a chance for you yet. According to Dean Abraham, two students in his class, Wendy Demck and Steve Bernstein, wanted to organize the program in order for law students to better understand some of the material in Crimel Law class by actually seeing the procedures described in the casebook. Basically a student-run program, the "Police Ride-Along" sponsored forty first-year students over a four week period. Two students were paired up with a police team and rode with them during their eight hour (5 p.m. - 1 a.m.) tour. Many students were given tours of police headquarters in Philadelphia, and observed individuals being stopped, frisked, arrested and arraigned.

The "Highway Patrol" is an elite corps that roves through the city and helps out where they are most needed. Through observation of police techniques, many students questioned their procedures. Was there probable cause? Did he have a warrant? By seeing what a typical police officer runs into in everyday life, law students were able to get a feel for law enforcement and apply it to Criminal Law cases.

---

**1st Year Students Participate in Police Ride-Along**

For the past several Friday nights, first year students have been riding around Philadelphia in police cars with members of the Highway Patrol, the last time a "Police Ride-Along" was sponsored was two years ago. According to Dean Abraham, two students in his class, Wendy Demchak and Steve Bernstein, wanted to organize the program in order for law students to better understand some of the material in Criminal Law class by actually seeing the procedures described in the casebook. Basically a student-run program, the "Police Ride-Along" sponsored forty first-year students over a four week period. Two students were paired up with a police team and rode with them during their eight hour (5 p.m. - 1 a.m.) tour. Many students were given tours of police headquarters in Philadelphia, and observed individuals being stopped, frisked, arrested and arraigned.

The "Highway Patrol" is an elite corps that roves through the city and helps out where they are most needed. Through observation of police techniques, many students questioned their procedures. Was there probable cause? Did he have a warrant? By seeing what a typical police officer runs into in everyday life, law students were able to get a feel for law enforcement and apply it to Criminal Law cases.
Loosenin' up at Law School

by David Schrager

Most people probably think the only exercise law students get is walking to and from the library. In many cases, that's true, but here at Villanova Law School, there is a surprisingly large group of future barristers who take hard in an attempt to destroy that belief. These are the participants in Villanova's sports program, and it is a program which is definitely flourishing. Softball, rugby, soccer, volleyball are just some of the ways people are loosening up their muscles.

1978 marks the second year for the Law School Softball League, and it is a surprisingly large group of future barristers which toil hard in an attempt to destroy that belief. These are the participants in VLS's own sports program, and it is a program which is definitely flourishing. Softball, rugby, soccer, volleyball are just some of the ways people are loosening up their muscles.

"The teams are divided into two divisions of six teams each and each team plays the other teams in its own division once, making for a five game schedule. At the end of the regular season, the two divisions' winners plus the two teams with the next best records regardless of division will enter the playoffs and work up to our own version of the World Series." The league is coed, but Skurman lamented the fact that there aren't enough female participants. He has not had too much else to lament about, however, as everything else has been going along very efficiently. The fact that there are a large number of first-year teams presents assurances that there will be a softball league at VLS for a long time to come.

The VLS rugby team is just about halfway through its schedule with the "A" team having a record of 4-4 and the "B" team a record of 3-1. The team roster has forty members but in many cases, not nearly that many show up and some players must play on both squads. "Technically, to play on the A team, there are a few priorities," explained Rick Tompkins, co-captain of the team along with Mark Pettigrew. "First, one must come to practice. Second, those in the law school receive preference (allowed to play also). And the final thing we would look at is talent. As far as the A team goes, Tompkins emphasized the fact that despite their winning record, the team has been competitive in nearly every game.

"First, we lost to Wharton, 15-8; a game in which first year student Dana Rosencrantz was our star, the 3rd-year student related " Fayette then defeated us, 16-15, when they scored the winning points with only two minutes left. Franklin and Marshall beat us 20-6 and in the only game we really got destroyed in, we lost to Villanova undergrad, which might be one of the best teams on the east coast.

"We have hope for our last few games, though, as we've definitely past the roughest part of our schedule," continued Tompkins. "If players like Kevin Silvering in the backfield and Neil Davidowitz at scrum keep up their outstanding work, I'm even more confident." Tompkins also stated that fans are more than welcome at home contests and that there are parties afterwards.

The final law school sport to give mention to in this issue is soccer, which is in its first year. Organized by Doug Nakajima, the team is currently 1-1-1 in the Philadelphia area Professional School League. Although the turnout for the first game was not large, it has been increasing steadily and it looks like the team will have a bright future. The big star on the team is goalie Dwight Ku, who had two shutouts in the first three games.

So the next time you spot someone walking the law school corridors carrying a soccer ball in his baseball glove and wearing rugby shorts, don't look at him like he's weird. He's merely a three-sport person looking for all the exercise he can find.

Faculty Forum

(Continued from page 1) graduate tax program to be started here at Villanova Law School in the near future. He is also working with Howard Oteck, author of the text Non-profit Corporations, Organizations and Associations on an update for the Fourth Edition. If the photographs in Professor Schoenfield's office are any indication of his ability, his intense interest in the field of photography is well-founded. As soon as the painters complete their work in his office and the pictures are once again hung in place, it would be well worth the time to stop by and visit the Schoenfeld Gallery on the Third Floor of the Law School.